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New Beginnings
A new generation grapples with their legacy.... A.P., the grandson of the Jewish matriarch, Marianne, has inherited his
Catholic mother’s family title and finds himself questioning the wealth and privilege that is suddenly his. Meanwhile, his
cousins, Janis, Jeremy and Bessie, are left a fortune when their parents are killed by a car bomb and Jeremy’s search
for the assassin has far-reaching consequences for all the family... The final book in the much-loved Almonds and
Raisins series, New Beginnings is perfect for fans of Emma Hornby and Sheelagh Kelly. Praise for Maisie Mosco ‘Once
in every generation or so a book comes along which lifts the curtain’ Guardian 'Full of freshness and fascination’
Manchester Evening News “The undisputed queen of her genre’ Jewish Chronicle
"Clayton Miller's life is a mess. His career as one of the country's best comedy script writers has stalled and his long term
girlfriend has left him for his ex -best friend and ex-writing partner. Just when he thinks his life couldn't get any worse, he
commits a spectacularly public fall from grace and with the press hounding him, his agent banishes him to the middle of
nowhere until the dust has settled. At a remote country house he meets Alice ...Alice Shoemaker is a voiceover artist who
habitually goes to great lengths to avoid telling the truth and after agreeing to help out a friend, by shopping and cleaning
for the unknown man staying at Cuckoo House, she soon becomes suspicious that her strange and obnoxiously rude
client has something to hide. But equally so, she has plenty to hide. When they discover the truth about each other they
form an unlikely friendship, but then Alice discovers Clayton has betrayed her in the worst possible way."--Inside jacket.
MatthewLife is good. Being the top porn star and producer in the world definitely has its perks. Too bad the rest of the
world thinks sex is all I'm good for. So when I find out that my favorite author, the reclusive Luc Romano, is looking for a
producer to turn his book into a movie, I jump at the chance to work with him. There's just one problem. Luc is a woman.
A woman who sees me for more than just my cock. She's been hiding from her past for so long. Can I help her break free
so she can finally step out of the shadows of her pen name? Or will my reputation ruin us both?
Offering the ultimate fresh start, this inspiring exploration invites readers to create a positive and powerful platform for
making wanted changes. Examining 10 essential life lessons for making the law of attraction a living reality, focus is
placed on recognizing that each sacred moment can be a new beginning. Providing more than 40 practical exercises for
being present, feeling calm, attracting desires, and living healthier and wealthier, Sandy Newbigging gives clearly
structured, timeless advice on how to appreciate life as it is right now so that one’s intentions are not motivated by fear,
but by love.
Daily Inspirational Prayers and Meditations for Self-Reflection and Gratitude New Beginnings is a spiritual guidebook for
changing your life featuring meditations, affirmations, prayers, and blessings for each day of the year. Pray every day. In
her latest gem, bestselling author Becca Anderson offers inspirational words for each day of the year to those exploring
new horizons or rebooting their directions in life. New Beginnings is a must-have for those seeking both guidance and
companionship as they move in new, positive directions. Find a new spiritual way. Having the ability to draw inward and
speculate is a fundamental skill if one wishes to grow and achieve an unlimited number of goals. If you are looking for a
change in your life or seeking a new path with a vision of starting afresh, New Beginnings just might be the perfect book
for you. Join Becca Anderson, a woman’s studies scholar, and the author of the bestselling The Book of Awesome
Women, as she shares daily meditations, affirmations, prayers, and blessings. Anderson draws from a diverse pool of
religions, practices, and spiritualties to bring you the perfect message for each day of the year. Use New Beginnings as a
powerful instrument for self-reflection and gratitude: • Gain clarity into your purpose in life • Maintain hope about the
future • Develop a better sense of self • Build mental energy and momentum • Improve your attitude and mindset If you
enjoyed spiritual guidebooks like Live in Grace, Walk in Love, Unshakeable, or Prayers for Difficult Times Women's
Edition, then New Beginnings will help bring a greater sense of peace, inner peace, and peace of mind.
After starting off on the wrong foot with Maggie, Jules adopts the class rabbit, Chewie, to help her feel better, but when
there are complications with Chewie's spay surgery, Jules and Maggie must work together to help the rabbit. Original.
Love. It is the bond that guides us. It is the bond that drives us. Only God's love is stronger than that the love of a mother
for her child, and when that love is tested, it can respond in strong and amazing ways. The moving and powerful "New
Beginnings" captures that great force's struggle to be heard. Atarah, a loving mother, is in the process of raising her five
children. When a bitter and lengthy divorce divides the family and tears them from her, she goes to great lengths to not
only be in their lives, but to also be a mother. Sharing the journey, the reader not only shares the elation of the highs and
the despair of the lows, but in the process shares the wisdom and understanding gained of what it means to be a parent,
and ultimately what it means to truly be loved. Atarah Shalom Carinci is a mother of six children and an author. She has
written several mini books and has been active in the church community from a young age. She occasionally lectures per
request with sincerity and clarity and is an avid follower and teacher of the Word of God. When not spending time raising
her children, Atarah volunteers her time to terminally ill hospice patients. Atarah is married to Christopher Carinci. They
have one child together.
One crumbling cottage. One broken heart. A chance to start over? When Annie returns to Thorndale, the village where
she spent much of her childhood, she’s looking for a new start. All she wants to do is fix up the cottage her godmother
left her, and fix up her broken heart. When she clashes with local hero, Jon, Annie can’t help but wonder if coming back
to Thorndale was a mistake. The village has clearly changed and the last thing she needs is more drama. But avoiding
the distractingly handsome Jon is proving impossible, especially when Thorndale seems to be conspiring to throw them
together... Annie is looking for a fresh start with zero romance – but what if the only way to learn to trust again is to take a
risk on love? A heartwarming village love story for fans of Julie Houston, Victoria Walters and Trisha Ashley. What
readers are saying about The Cottage of New Beginnings: 'A clean, sweet, wholesome, lighthearted story' Lilac Mills,
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author of The Tanglewood Tea Shop ????? 'Delightful. The characters are charming and the plot is captivating. I highly
recommend this sweet, quick read' NetGalley reviewer ????? 'I loved the book and found that the storyline and the
character development provided such interest that I had difficulty putting the book down' NetGalley reviewer ????? 'A
lovely, gentle romance. Highly recommended' NetGalley reviewer ?????
When life goes sideways, embracing the adventure is the fastest way to set things right.One day I was just a widow facing the prospect of an
empty nest, living a life that was anything but enchanted. The next, I had discovered my magical roots, and my rightful place as the Guardian
of the portal between the Faery and Earth. There was shock. And there was fear. After all, no one plans to start over at forty-five. I intended to
grow old with my husband. I thought we'd live an ordinary life. So I'll be damned if I'm going to waste this opportunity to live in a world I
always thought was imaginary. I'm half-witch, half-faery, and facing dangers as real as the ache in my bad knee. Ibuprofen and caffeine keep
me going, and I could do this for the rest of my life. Whoever thinks my family home is an easy mark better take notice: the new Guardian in
town isn't going down without a fight.After all, she's already learned to let go of her simple existence and believe in the extraordinary power
inside of her. What could possibly stop her now?
After the death of her mother, twelve-year-old Rina is rejected by her other relatives and goes to live with a wealthy couple in New York,
where she finds a way of life very different from what she has ever known.
The future stretches out in front of Sarah Dobbs like the pure blue Texas sky. Leaving the past behind in Philadelphia, mail-order bride Sarah
arrives in San Antonio ready to greet her groom, Austin Canfield, a man she has never met but whose letters have won her heart from afar.
But there is one problem--he has died. And Sarah cannot go back East. As Sarah tries to reconcile herself to a future that is drastically
changed, Austin's brother, Clay, struggles with his own muddled plans. Though he dislikes working on the family ranch and longs for a
different life, Clay is driven to avenge his brother's death. But something between them is growing and neither Clay nor Sarah is ready to
admit it. Book 1 of the Texas Dreams series, Paper Roses will sweep readers into the Hill Country with a tale of love and loss, closed doors
and beautiful possibilities that will leave them wanting more.
He Restores My Soul is the ideal devotional to take with you during your day: small enough to fit into your handbag or briefcase, readings that
is short enough to read whenever you have a moment to reflect, and with a powerful message to encourage and uplift you when you need it
most. In He Restores My Soul Solly Ozrovech and Johan Smit guide us on a journey through the year – Easter, Pentecost, Christmas and
New Year. The reflections, poems, prayers and devotional readings will provide you with a reminder of God’s love and grace, as well as the
the assurance that He will renew, restore, lead and protect you.
When he discovers he has healing abilities, Jim Downing, the new Spawn, must lead a double life.
It came as a shock, when self-styled 'ghetto queen, ' Geneva, was contacted by lawyers who claimed that Stanley Walters, the deceased
uptown financier, was her father. His will contained several conditions that had to be met before she could inherit what was left to her. One
condition was that she had to live with her sister, a girl who was the same age as Geneva, for a full year to forge sisterly bonds. Geneva left
Froggie, her 'ghetto don, ' behind and found herself in the rarified atmosphere of uptown living. She had to contend with Pamela, her father's
widow, and the attention of a suave up-towner, Justin, who was determined that she should forget her past and move on with him.
New Beginnings is a captivating take on Pride and Prejudice wherein Wickham's back story is developed as a counterpoint to the classic tale
of love and courtship. A heartbroken Wickham leaves Pemberley swearing revenge on Fitzwilliam Darcy and everyone he cares about. Darcy
is in Hertfordshire helping Bingley and falling in love with Elizabeth Bennet. The happy couple is walking to Longbourn to receive Mr. Bennet's
permission and blessing when Darcy receives an urgent express which will change their lives. Can Darcy and Elizabeth find happiness when
Wickham has threatened to destroy them? Can Elizabeth find happiness without Darcy in her life? These questions and many more will be
answered in New Beginnings.
Feeling guilty over the house fire she might have started, Farah Hajjar channels her energy into starting a creative writing club at the Magnet
Academy where she is a new sixth-grader. Includes writing prompts and glossaries.

It seems like everything is going wrong for Rachel after her best friend Mary moves away and a new girl named Audra
takes her place, and she takes her unhappiness out on those around her.
Meet a guardian angel like no other, from a writer like no other. Bold rising star, Victoria Schwab, makes her whimsical,
inspiring, and clever middle-grade debut. At a first glance, Aria seems like your average twelve-year-old girl. She has
coppery hair, colored shoelaces, and a passion for cupcakes. But there's more to Aria than meets the eye. She can
dream things into existence, use her own shadow like a door, and change the world in small, important ways. Aria is a
guardian angel. She's been sent here to earn her wings. But to do that, she'll have to help three different girls. Aria's first
mission is Gabby Torres. Gabby's always been quiet, but ever since her brother got sick, she's barely said a word.When
a new school offers her a fresh start, Gabby wants badly to be someone new, but she quickly learns it's hard to make
friends while keeping half her life a secret. And then Aria shows up. Aria, who knows exactly what to say and do to make
Gabby feel better. Will she be able to help Gabby find her voice? And will Gabby still trust Aria when she finds out exactly
what she is? Think John Green for middle grade, with a touch of magic!
The House of New Beginnings is a moving and uplifting novel from bestselling author Lucy Diamond.One life-changing
summer . . . In an elegant Regency house near the Brighton seafront, three tenants have more in common than they
know . . . A shocking revelation has led Rosa to start over as a sous chef. The work is gruelling but it's a distraction . . .
until she comes up against the stroppy teenager next door who challenges her lifestyle choices. What if Rosa's passion
for food could lead her to more interesting places?Having followed her childhood sweetheart down south, Georgie is
busily carving out a new career in journalism. Throwing herself into the city's delights is fun, but before she knows it she's
sliding headlong into all kinds of trouble . . . Nursing a devastating loss, Charlotte just wants to keep her head down. But
Margot, the glamorous older lady on the top floor, has other ideas. Like it or not, Charlotte must confront the outside
world, and the possibilities it still holds. As the women find each other, hope surfaces, friendships blossom and a whole
new chapter unfolds for them all.
Four young Black sisters come of age during the American Civil War in So Many Beginnings, a warm and powerful YA
remix of the classic novel Little Women, by national bestselling author Bethany C. Morrow. North Carolina, 1863. As the
American Civil War rages on, the Freedpeople's Colony of Roanoke Island is blossoming, a haven for the recently
emancipated. Black people have begun building a community of their own, a refuge from the shadow of the "old life." It is
where the March family has finally been able to safely put down roots with four young daughters: Meg, a teacher who
longs to find love and start a family of her own. Jo, a writer whose words are too powerful to be contained. Beth, a
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talented seamstress searching for a higher purpose. Amy, a dancer eager to explore life outside her family's home. As
the four March sisters come into their own as independent young women, they will face first love, health struggles,
heartbreak, and new horizons. But they will face it all together. Praise for So Many Beginnings: A Little Women Remix
"Morrow’s ability to take the lingering stain of slavery on American history and use it as a catalyst for unbreakable love
and resilience is flawless. That she has remixed a canonical text to do so only further illuminates the need to critically
question who holds the pen in telling our nation’s story." —Booklist, starred review "Bethany C. Morrow's prose is a
sharpened blade in a practiced hand, cutting to the core of our nation's history. ... A devastatingly precise reimagining
and a joyful celebration of sisterhood. A narrative about four young women who unreservedly deserve the world, and a
balm for wounds to Black lives and liberty." —Tracy Deonn, New York Times-bestselling author of Legendborn "A tender
and beautiful retelling that will make you fall in love with the foursome all over again." —Tiffany D. Jackson, New York
Times-bestselling author of White Smoke and Grown
The best is yet to be . . . "GodWinks" are the so-called circumstances and that are delivered directly to you, one of nearly
seven-billion people on the planet, at particularly needed moments in your life. Like the wink you received from a loved
one as a child that meant, "Hey, kid, I'm thinking of you right now," . . . GodWinks are messages of encouragement from
above. With more incredible-but-true stories about how God communicates with us through everday circumstances,
SQuire Rushnell delivers another powerful book geared toward people at a crossroads in life—a time when these winks
are most needed!
Adults who enter college have unique challenges and concerns. New Beginnings is entirely devoted to helping adults
develop skills to succeed in college from how to manage time and stress to how to develop strong writing and study
skills. Specifically addressing adults by building on skills they already use in their everyday work and lives, this friendly,
accessible, and supportive guide shows readers what to expect and how to create success in college. The 4th edition
offers an expanded section on internet research and writing with a word processor. Eight chapters include information on
test-taking, note-taking, classroom protocol, resources for help, strategies for reading and thinking critically; plus a basic
grammar and math review.
An exploration of the dialogue that emerged after 1776 between different visions of what it meant to use new
technologies to transform the land. After 1776, the former American colonies began to reimagine themselves as a unified,
self-created community. Technologies had an important role in the resulting national narratives, and a few technologies
assumed particular prominence. Among these were the axe, the mill, the canal, the railroad, and the irrigation dam. In
this book David Nye explores the stories that clustered around these technologies. In doing so, he rediscovers an
American story of origins, with America conceived as a second creation built in harmony with God's first creation. While
mainstream Americans constructed technological foundation stories to explain their place in the New World, however,
marginalized groups told other stories of destruction and loss. Native Americans protested the loss of their forests,
fishermen resisted the construction of dams, and early environmentalists feared the exhaustionof resources. A water mill
could be viewed as the kernel of a new community or as a new way to exploit labor. If passengers comprehended
railways as part of a larger narrative about American expansion and progress, many farmers attacked railroad land
grants. To explore these contradictions, Nye devotes alternating chapters to narratives of second creation and to
narratives of those who rejected it.Nye draws on popular literature, speeches, advertisements, paintings, and many other
media to create a history of American foundation stories. He shows how these stories were revised periodically, as social
and economic conditions changed, without ever erasing the earlier stories entirely. The image of the isolated frontier
family carving a homestead out of the wilderness with an axe persists to this day, alongside later images and narratives.
In the book's conclusion, Nye considers the relation between these earlier stories and such later American developments
as the conservation movement, narratives of environmental recovery, and the idealization of wilderness.
Spring has sprung! And ten-year-old Rachel Yoder is filled with the hope of good things to come. But then she learns that
her best friend is moving away. What will she do without her? When a new girl named Audra shows up at the Amish
schoolhouse, Rachel soon finds herself with a stinky sandwich, a mud-spattered dress, a sore nose, and a rotten attitude.
As things go from bad to worse, Rachel gets grumpier and grumpier. If she doesn't soon find a way to forgive others,
she'll be in danger of losing more than one friend. Is there any way Rachel can make a new beginning? New Beginnings
is book 4 in the Rachel Yoder series. Other books in the series include School's Out: Book 1, Back to School: Book 2,
and Out of Control: Book 3. Visit www.amishfictionforkids.com!
This is a story about a man named Adam, who, just when he felt like he had lost it all, found everything. Was this chance or coincidence? Or
was it divine intervention? You never can tell what is really going on behind the scenes. Sometimes its the things that would harm you that
lead you to your greatest blessings. One man with a broken-down car, one son with a tow truck, one father with a business called New
Beginnings, and one very peculiar mechanic with a knack for fixing the unfixable. One offer too great to refuse and one very important
decision.
Produced on the occasion of the New Beginnings traveling exhibition, this lavishly illustrated catalogue presents 111 objects by 72 artists
from the Tia Collection, including paintings, drawings, prints, photographs, and sculptures. To encourage a fresh view of the shift from
representation to diverse branches of Modernism, the artworks are grouped into three sections: by the four seasons, by the vibrant mixture of
Native American, Hispano and Anglo themes, and by studio made still-lifes and portraits.
Sometimes love can bloom where you least expect it... For Sarah Peterson, it’s time for change. Coming out of a dead end relationship and
having had enough of city life, she just needs to escape and have a fresh start – a new job, a new home and a new lifestyle. So when her
Auntie Kay unexpectedly offers her the opportunity to take over her flower shop, Seaside Blooms, the timing could not be more perfect. She
could escape to the beautiful seaside town of Whitsborough Bay, start a new chapter in her life – and learn how to run a business! But, as
she packs up her life in London, she isn't prepared for the discovery of a clairvoyant reading that's been missing for twelve years. All of the
predictions have come true, except one: she's about to meet the man of her dreams. Oh, and his name is Steven... As she prepares for the
biggest move of her life, Sarah can’t help but wonder if Seaside Blooms could be a new beginning for love too? A warm, uplifting novel of
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love, friendship and destiny from top 10 bestseller Jessica Redland. New Beginnings at Seaside Blooms is a new, revised and updated
edition of a novel previously published as Searching For Steven. What readers are saying about New Beginnings at Seaside Blooms: 'A real
feel good read and it’s left me excited to read the rest of this series and see what else is in store for the residents of Whitsborough Bay'
Frasers Fun House 'The author really is just superb at creating character' Being Anne 'So well written it brought a tear to my eye ... a real
sparkling treasure of a read' Nicki Book Blog 'This book will make you laugh, cry and fall in love within three hundred pages' On the Shelf
Reviews 'The premise was original and interesting while the writing was fun and humorous yet also thoughtfully observant and insightful'
Books and Bindings 'Forget the Cotswolds, Jessica makes the Northern English coast sound like the most idyllic place to be' The Cozy Pages
In New Beginnings Jubilee, Book Seven of #1 best-selling Amazon Romance writer Trinity Blacio’s futuristic Running in Fear series, we find
our powerful groups of supernatural lovers in a new world and a new beginning: now all they need is for their enemies to drop dead and leave
them alone. Jaycee LeBlathe, Suzanne Hazelfield and Lissa Elam have no idea how to be the first ladies, to be queens, let alone rule over
anyone. All they know how to do is survive, until now. Nikola, Dominic, Remi and Dane have decided it is time for their female companions to
live again, to love and to know what a family unit is all about. Their people have now been brought over, settling into new homes on a new
planet, while everyone waits for the word that the war on Earth is over. Are their mates truly safe now? Or will this New Beginning Jubilee be
put on hold?
Roy Oswald, who ministers to pastors with great compassion, perceptiveness, and skill, now brings eight more years of field experience to an
updated edition of "New Beginnings." Important new material includes: More wisdom about how to take care of yourself in the midst of the
stress of transition...how to get clear about your role in your new parish...how to get along with people you don't like (as well as people you
DO like)...how to celebrate with the search committee. Getting off to a good start in your new pastorate is crucial. If you have moved or are
about to move into a new parish ministry, this workbook will help you take advantage of the special opportunities and avoid the pitfalls in the
first 18 months of a pastorate.
Inventing New Beginnings is the first book-length study to examine the conceptual underpinnings of the "Jewish Renaissance," or "return" to
Judaism, that captured much of German-speaking Jewry between 1890 and 1938. The book addresses two very fundamental, yet hitherto
strangely understated, questions: What did the term "renaissance" actually mean to the intellectuals and ideologues of the "Jewish
Renaissance," and how did this understanding relate to wider currents in European intellectual and cultural history of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries? It also addresses the larger question of how we can contemplate "renaissance" as a mode of thought that is conditioned
by the consciousness and experience of modernity and that extends to our present time.
An all-new, original book featuring two new Vet Volunteers! Meet Jules and Josh, the new twins in town! While Josh adapts quickly to Ambler,
Jules accidentally makes an enemy of Maggie. Hoping a pet will help her feel better, Jules adopts the class rabbit, Chewie, but things go
downhill when there are complications with Chewie's spay surgery. With Dr. Mac out on a call, it's up to Jules to work with Maggie to help the
rabbit - and maybe even prove that she and Josh are worthy of becoming Vet Volunteers. This brand-new book in the beloved Vet Volunteers
series brings all the kids together for another exciting animal adventure!
New Beginnings
A disgraced spouse. A devastated daughter. Can one woman’s faith in the Almighty’s plan right a string of wrongs? Tonya Mendell has
really tried her best. Desperate to be a model pastor’s wife and mother, she’s shocked when her thirteen-year-old daughter pranks the
reclusive old lady next door. And when she discovers her husband is having an affair, Tonya’s heart sinks when her only child flees the
house in response. Knowing the scandal could rock the town and cost her husband his job, the faithful woman clings to the remnants of her
tattered marriage. But seeing her relationship with her daughter and her own dignity at stake, Tonya’s only hope is to put her trust in God to
make things right. Can this tortured soul follow the path the Lord intends and discover the healing she needs? Knocking is the heartfelt first
book in the New Beginnings Christian Fiction series. If you like relatable women, devout believers, and tales of redemption, then you’ll love
Robin Merrill’s uplifting story. Download Knocking to see Christ’s guidance today! "Merrill's theological insight on God's grace amid difficult
circumstances resonates and will have readers anticipating the next installment. Fans of Francine Rivers should take a look." --Publishers
Weekly (Christian fiction, Christian women's fiction, Christian novels for women)
Spring blossoms with new life and new beginnings for the flourishing Amish community of Promise Lodge. And as a just-opened bakery
sweetens the air with fresh-baked goodness, residents will find that change can be a most joyous test . . . Recently widowed after twenty
years of marriage, Frances Lehman is only just tasting the freedom and opportunity that her Promise Lodge friends enjoy. So she’s not about
to be pressured into marriage by her widowed brother-in-law, even if she and her daughter have no real means of support. Much more
promising is her new friendship with Preacher Marlin Kurtz, though their respective families don’t see their relationship as proper . . . When
Frances suffers a serious injury, she’s determined to prove she can recover—and remain independent—without burdening Marlin. Now, with
his steadfast belief in real love tested, Marlin’s hope is that Promise Lodge’s irrepressible residents can help him restore Frances's joy—and
that faith will show them a way to turn their fragile second chance into a blessed and abiding future together . . . Praise for Promise Lodge
“Hubbard firmly grounds the storyline in the principle of Amish grace.” —Publishers Weekly “Hubbard writes of healing and brave new
beginnings from a refreshingly feminist perspective.” —Booklist (starred review)
A wedding could be a happy ending for some or simply a new beginning for others. While celebrating their cousin’s wedding, sisters Julia
and Alisa encounters two different men who are about to turn their worlds upside down. Julia finds herself instantly attracted to accomplished
young law graduate Bazli Sulaiman, while Alisa finds herself instantly repulsed by his best friend and superior, Gadafi Wahid. While Bazli
courts Julia, Alisa and Gadafi find themselves reluctant chaperones, forced to get to know each other despite their initial dislike toward each
other. In this modern reimagining of Jane Austen’s beloved novel, Pride and Prejudice, two sisters learn the true meaning of moving forward
and that while chasing their own happy endings, they are learning to create new beginnings as well.
"A brief description of what Chinese New Year is, how it started, and ways people celebrate this cultural holiday"--Provided by publisher.
This is the story of a 26-year-old girl who left her old life with a steady job and boyfriend behind in order to travel through Southeast Asia
completely on her own. Over the course of the next year and thousands of miles, hundreds of new beginnings and new friendships, she found
that more than traveling the world outside, she traveled the world within. This book is a collection of excerpts from her diary and blog during
that time in which she found that traveling alone made all the difference in the world.
Find inspiration and guidance for dealing with the challenges and new experiences of recovery in the writings Each Day a New Beginningfrom a woman who cares about others. This beloved author writes about self-esteem, friendships with other women, hope, attitudes about life
and relationships, and more. Her words help bridge the gap between self and Higher Power, between loneliness and sharing the emotions of
recovery. Almost three million recovering women turn to these meditations each day.
New beginnings are possible no matter how broken, devastated, messy, or crazy someone's life may be.
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